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ABSTRACT
The text of this paper has passed across many Internet routers on
its way to the reader, but some routers will not pass it along unfet-
tered because of censored words it contains. We present two sets
of results: 1) Internet measurements of keyword filtering by the
Great “Firewall” of China (GFC); and 2) initial results of using la-
tent semantic analysis as an efficient way to reproduce a blacklist
of censored words via probing.

Our Internet measurements suggest that the GFC’s keyword fil-
tering is more a panopticon than a firewall, i.e., it need not block
every illicit word, but only enough to promote self-censorship.
China’s largest ISP, ChinaNET, performed 83.3% of all filtering
of our probes, and 99.1% of all filtering that occurred at the first
hop past the Chinese border. Filtering occurred beyond the third
hop for 11.8% of our probes, and there were sometimes as many as
13 hops past the border to a filtering router. Approximately 28.3%
of the Chinese hosts we sent probes to were reachable along paths
that were not filtered at all. While more tests are needed to provide
a definitive picture of the GFC’s implementation, our results dis-
prove the notion that GFC keyword filtering is a firewall strictly at
the border of China’s Internet.

While evading a firewall a single time defeats its purpose, it
would be necessary to evade a panopticon almost every time. Thus,
in lieu of evasion, we propose ConceptDoppler, an architecture
for maintaining a censorship “weather report” about what keywords
are filtered over time. Probing with potentially filtered keywords is
arduous due to the GFC’s complexity and can be invasive if not
done efficiently. Just as an understanding of the mixing of gases
preceded effective weather reporting, understanding of the rela-
tionship between keywords and concepts is essential for tracking
Internet censorship. We show that LSA can effectively pare down
a corpus of text and cluster filtered keywords for efficient probing,
present 122 keywords we discovered by probing, and underscore
the need for tracking and studying censorship blacklists by discov-
ering some surprising blacklisted keywords such as l�� (con-
version rate), ��K� (Mein Kampf), and ýE0(ÑfT��
(International geological scientific federation (Beijing)).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Societies have always divided speech into objectionable and per-

missible categories. By facilitating the flow of information, the
Internet has sharpened this debate over categorization. Inspired by
initial work [8] on the Great Firewall of China (GFC)’s keyword
filtering mechanism, we sought a better understanding of its im-
plementation and found it to be not a firewall at all, but rather a
panopticon where the presence of censorship, even if easy to evade,
promotes self-censorship.

Clayton et al. [8] provide more details about how the GFC’s
keyword filtering operates. GFC routers scan for keywords in GET
requests or HTML responses (and possibly in other protocols) that
are on a blacklist of keywords considered sensitive. If a packet con-
taining a keyword passes through one of these routers, the router
sends one or more reset (RST) packets to both the source and desti-
nation IP addresses of the packet in an attempt to reset the connec-
tion.

While we do not wish to take sides in any particular Internet
censorship debate in a technical paper, much of this paper is written
to develop a technology to perform surveillance on a censorship
mechanism. However, the technical material in this paper can aid
those on either side of a censorship debate. We probed the GFC to
find out the locations of the filtering routers and how reliably they



perform the filtering. Two insights came from the results of these
probes, one that motivates a research focus on surveillance rather
than evasion, and a second that motivates doing the surveillance
efficiently:

• Contrary to common belief, the filtering mechanism is not
a firewall that peremptorily filters all offending packets at
the international gateway of the Internet between China and
other countries.

• Probing is very arduous because of the complexity of the
GFC.

The first of these insights motivates the need for surveillance.
Our results suggest that only roughly one fourth of the filtering oc-
curs at the international gateway, with a much larger constituent of
the filtering occurring several hops into China, and some filtering
occurring as many as 13 hops past the border. In fact, depending
on the path packets take from our source point into China, 28.3%
of the IP addresses we probed were reachable without traversing
a GFC router, therefore no filtering at all occurred for these des-
tinations. Combined with the fact that a single ISP did a dispro-
portionate amount of the filtering, our results show that the GFC’s
implementation is much more centralized at the AS-level1 than had
been previously thought. Even on routes where there are filtering
routers, the filtering is inconsistent and tends to allow many pack-
ets through during busy network periods. While evading a firewall
a single time defeats the firewall, it would be necessary to evade a
panopticon almost every time to defeat its purpose. This is why we
propose ConceptDoppler as a first step towards an Internet cen-
sorship weather report.

The second of these insights motivates the need for efficient
probing. As pointed out by the Open Net Initiative, “China’s so-
phisticated filtering system makes testing its blocking difficult” [3].
Not only is the filtering heterogeneous in its implementation [8] and
inconsistent both during busy periods and depending on the path,
but there is also much noise in such forms as RSTs generated by
misconfigured routers and hosts, inconsistent paths because of traf-
fic shaping, IP tunnelling, Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) [25],
and routers that do not conform to the RFC for handling TTLs.
We can send candidate words through a filtering router and receive
an answer in the form of a RST as to whether that word is on the
blacklist in that location or not, with a certain probability. How-
ever, efficient probing is required in order to track a blacklist where
keywords can be added and removed at different places over time.
It is not possible to take the encyclopedic dictionary of words for
a particular language and probe each word in thousands of places
every day. Even if it were, the required traffic would be invasive—
flooding a network with as many probes as bandwidth will allow is
both an abuse of network resources and easy to detect. We therefore
propose latent semantic analysis (LSA) [13] as a way to efficiently
probe for unknown keywords on the blacklist by testing only words
related to concepts that have been deemed sensitive.

Regardless of whether we are considering the censorship of
Nazi-related material in Germany [11], the blocking of child
pornography in England [7], the filtering of sexual topics in li-
braries in the United States [22], or the more global restrictions
of countries such as Iran [4] or China [3], it is imperative, when
developing policies about Internet censorship, that we understand
both the technical mechanisms of censorship and the way in which
1An AS is an Autonomous System, for example a large ISP or a
university that manages a network that it connects to the Internet.
An AS-level view of the Internet is coarser-grained than a router-
level view.

censorship is used. A censorship weather report would give policy
makers an exact record of how a censorship mechanism was used
and how it was implemented over a period of time. For example,
policy makers cannot ask important questions such as why øÕ
b'Õ� (Judicial yuan grand justices) or �sVëH (Virgin
prostitution law case) were filtered at a particular place and time
without first knowing what was filtered.

As a first step toward an Internet censorship weather report, we
explore the keyword filtering mechanism of the GFC. Keyword fil-
tering is an important tool for censorship, and a complete picture
of the blacklist of keywords that are filtered, over time and for dif-
ferent geographic locations within a specific country, can prove in-
valuable to those who wish to understand that government’s use of
keyword-based Internet censorship.

1.1 Keyword-based Censorship
The ability to filter keywords is an effective tool for governments

that censor the Internet. Numerous techniques comprise censor-
ship, including IP address blocking, DNS redirection, and a myriad
of legal restrictions, but the ability to filter keywords in URL re-
quests or HTML responses allows a high granularity of control that
achieves the censor’s goals with low cost.

As pointed out by Danezis and Anderson [10], censorship is an
economic activity. The Internet has economic benefits and more
blunt methods of censorship than keyword filtering2, such as block-
ing entire web sites or services, decrease those benefits. There is
also a political cost of more blunt censorship mechanisms due to
the dissatisfaction of those censored. For example, while the Chi-
nese government has shut down e-mail service for entire ISPs, tem-
porarily blocked Internet traffic from overseas universities [5], and
could conceivably stop any flow of information [14], they have also
been responsive to complaints about censorship from Chinese cit-
izens, recently allowing access to the Chinese language version of
Wikipedia [18, 19], before restricting access again [20]. Keyword-
based censorship gives censoring governments the ability to control
Internet content in a less draconian way than other technologies,
making censorship more effective in achieving their goals.

To motivate the need to track an Internet keyword blacklist over
time, we must first refute the notion that censorship is always try-
ing in vain to stop a flood of ideas. While a particular country’s
reasons for censoring the Internet are outside the scope of a tech-
nical paper, it is important to note that preventing the organization
of demonstrations is as important, if not more important, than pre-
venting Internet users from reading unapproved content. For ex-
ample, China’s first major Internet crackdown of 1999 was largely
motivated by the 1996 Diaoyu Islands protests and May 1999 em-
bassy bombing demonstrations. While the Chinese government
was not the focus of protests in either case, the fact that unautho-
rized protests could be organized so effectively over the Internet
was a major concern [5]. When the government arrests a dissident,
the majority of people find out about it first over the Internet [26].
Filtering the names of any dissident that appears in the news is an
effective way to disrupt the organization of demonstrations.

1.2 Proposed Framework
We seek to monitor the blacklist over time as keywords are added

or deleted when the implementation of the censorship mechanism
itself is heterogeneous and varies in different parts of the Internet
infrastructure. With such a framework the research community
could maintain a “censorship weather report.” While this could
be used to evade censorship–Zittrain and Edelman [28] propose
2Manually filtering web content can also be precise but is pro-
hibitively expensive.



putting HTML comments within filtered keywords, and we discuss
other possibilities in Section 5–more importantly we can use real-
time monitoring of an entire country’s Internet infrastructure to un-
derstand the ways in which keyword filtering correlates with cur-
rent events. This can aid those on both sides of a particular censor-
ship debate, either by adding weight to efforts to reduce censorship
by pressuring the censor, or by giving policy makers a complete
picture of the application and implementation of different mecha-
nisms.

As a first step we design and evaluate our framework for the
GFC, the most advanced keyword-based Internet censorship mech-
anism. Essentially, we perform active probing of the GFC from
outside of China, focusing exclusively on keyword-based filtering
of HTTP traffic. In addition to covering a broad cross section of
the country, probing should also be continuous, so that if a current
event means that a keyword is temporarily filtered, as has been ob-
served for URL blocking [28], we will know when the keyword
was added to the blacklist and in what regions of the country it was
filtered. While a snapshot of the blacklist from one router at one
time is a gold nugget of information, our goal is to refine a large
quantity of ore and maintain a complete picture of the blacklist.

This goal requires great efficiency in probing for new keywords,
thus we propose the use of conceptual web search techniques,
notably latent semantic analysis [13], to continually monitor the
blacklist of a keyword-based censorship mechanism, such as the
GFC. We propose to apply latent semantic analysis to pare down a
corpus of text (the Chinese version of Wikipedia [2] in this paper)
into a small list of words that, based on the conceptual relation-
ship to known filtered words or concepts the government considers
sensitive, are the most likely to be filtered. Our application of this
technique in Section 4.3 shows that LSA is an efficient way to pare
down a corpus into candidate words for probing, and we present
122 filtered keywords that we discovered by probing.

1.3 Contributions
Our results are based on the Great Firewall of China (GFC), but

the theories and the technical experience are general to any censor-
ship mechanism based on keyword filtering that returns an answer
as to whether a packet or page was filtered or not. Our contributions
are:

• We present Internet measurement results on the GFC’s im-
plementation and support an argument that the GFC is more
a panopticon than a firewall;

• We provide a formalization of keyword-based censorship
based on the mathematics of latent semantic analysis [13],
where terms and documents can be compared based on their
conceptual meaning; and

• We describe our results of implementing LSA-based probing
on the GFC and present 122 keywords that we discovered
to be on the blacklist by starting with only twelve general
concepts.

1.4 Structure of the Paper
Section 2 surveys and contrasts our work with related work. Our

Internet measurements that motivate a censorship weather report
and an efficient way to probe are described in Section 3. Because
efficiency is so critical, in Section 4 we formalize keyword-based
censorship in terms of latent semantic analysis. We describe the
results achieved with LSA for probing for unknown filtered key-
words and present the keywords that we discovered in Section 4.3.
Then Section 5 discusses some evasion techniques that are possible

only when the blacklisted keywords are known, Finally, Section 6
discusses future work, followed by Section 7, the conclusion.

2. RELATED WORK
Clayton et al. [8] explore the implementation of the GFC’s TCP-

reset-based keyword filtering in depth. In Section 3 we provide
some additional details on the implementation, but a major contri-
bution of our work is a study of the GFC in breadth, revealing a
more centralized implementation at the AS-level than previously
thought. Clayton et al. [8] test a single web server per border AS in
China and conclude that their results are typical, but not universally
applicable, with 8 out of 9 of the IP addresses being filtered. Our re-
sults also suggest that filtering does not occur for all IP addresses,
but are more consistent with others [26] who have stated that the
keyword filtering occurs in a core set of backbone routers, which
are not necessarily border routers. Zittrain and Edelman [28] also
study Chinese Internet censorship mechanisms in breadth, but fo-
cus more on blocked websites than filtered keywords. To the extent
that their results reflect keyword filtering of URL requests, they do
not distinguish this from other forms of blocking. They identify five
separate filtering implementations: web server IP address block-
ing, Domain Name Service (DNS) server IP address blocking, DNS
redirection, URL keyword filtering, and HTML response keyword
filtering. We have not yet confirmed whether or not the blacklist
of keywords for URL requests and HTML responses are the same.
The way that Zittrain and Edelman used URLs from compiled topi-
cal directories and search results from web searches as URLs to test
for blocking is similar in spirit to our use of latent semantic anal-
ysis to build a list of possible unknown keywords. The Open Net
Initiative used a similar methodology for their report on China [3].
Using LSA to discover keywords on the blacklist could improve
the accuracy of the results reported about blocked web servers and
pages, because such studies to date have not considered the case
that a web page is inaccessible because of a blacklisted keyword
and not because the web server itself is blacklisted.

The Open Net Initiative is the best source of information for In-
ternet censorship. They release reports on different countries that
censor the Internet, for example China [3] and Iran [4]. Dornseif
[11] and Clayton [7] both give detailed deconstructions of partic-
ular implementations of Internet censorship in Germany and the
United Kingdom, respectively.

To discover unknown filtered keywords relevant to current events
we would like to use a stream of news as a corpus. Ranking a
stream of news in a web search has been explored by Del Corso et
al. [9].

3. PROBING THE GFC
In this section we present our Internet measurement methodol-

ogy and results.

3.1 Infrastructure
Figure 1 depicts our general infrastructure for ConceptDoppler.

To probe the GFC, we issue HTML GET requests against web
servers within China. These GET requests contain words we wish
to test against the GFC’s rule set. We use the netfilter [1] mod-
ule Queue to capture all packets elicited by our probes. We access
these packets in Perl and Python scripts, using SWIG [30] to wrap
the system library libipq.

Across all of our Internet measurement experiments, we
recorded all packets sent and received, in their entirety, in a Post-
greSQL database. Our experiments require the construction of
TCP/IP packets. For this we used Scapy, a python library for packet
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Figure 2: Filtering Statistics For each day from 00:00 to 24:00.

manipulation [29]. We also used Scapy in stored procedures in our
database, where it allowed us to write queries on packet fields, such
as selecting all packets whose RST flag is set.

3.2 The GFC Does Not Filter Peremptorily at
All Times

We sought to test the effectiveness of the GFC as a firewall. In
this experiment, we launched probes against www.yahoo.cn for
72 hours on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday of the 9th–11th of Febru-
ary, 2007. We started by sending “FALUN” (a known filtered key-
word) until we received RSTs from the GFC at which point we
switched to “TEST” (a word known to not be filtered) until we got
a valid HTTP response to our GET request, as shown by Figure 3.
After each test that provoked a RST, we waited for 30 seconds be-
fore probing with “TEST”; after tests that did not trigger RSTs, we
waited for 5 seconds, then probed with “FALUN”. This method-
ology was chosen so as not to count RSTs that were due to the
subsequent blocking that occurs after a keyword RST (see Clayton
et al. [8] for details on this behavior). We did not count RSTs that
were due to “TEST” probes, and our experiments show that for the
route from our source to www.yahoo.cn the timeout period dur-
ing which hosts are blocked from communicating after a keyword
RST is 90 seconds.

FALUN

Good HTTP Response

TEST
RESET

Good HTTP Response

RESET

Figure 3: Slipping Filtered Keywords Through.

Usually, when known filtered keywords are sent to web pages
in China, GFC routers do send RST packets to both ends of the
connection, making it impossible to communicate. As Figure 2
illustrates, however, it is sometimes possible to see the HTML re-
sponses to GET requests that contain a known filtered keyword. In
some cases, this is because the RST packets sent by the GFC do
not arrive until after the connection has finished and the user has

already received the response from the server. In other cases, we
do not receive any RST packets at all, even after waiting 30 sec-
onds after the connection was shut down. The x-axis is the time of
day and the y-axis is measured in individual probes. What is most
important to notice in Figure 2 is that there are diurnal patterns,
with the GFC filtering becoming less effective and letting some-
times more than one fourth of offending packets through, possibly
during busy Internet traffic periods. A value of 0 on the x-axis of
Figure 2 corresponds to midnight 00:00 Pacific Standard Time
which is 3 in the afternoon 15:00 in Beijing.

3.3 Discovering GFC Routers
The goal of this experiment is to identify the IP address of the

first GFC router between our probing site s and t, a target web
site within China, as shown in Figure 4. We assume that the GFC
is implemented on some subset of the routers within China along
the path from s to t. The general idea of the experiment is to in-
crease the TTL field of the packets we send out, starting from low
values corresponding to routers outside of China. In this way, we
controlled how far our packets travel along their way towards their
destination in China. When we get a RST, as shown in Figure 4, we
can use the TTL3 of our last probe to identify the router that issued
the RST.

t

Address Outside China

TTL=10

TTL=11

TTL=x

RST

s

Address Within China

Figure 4: GFC router discovery using TTLs.

3TTL is the “Time to Live,” or how many more router hops a packet
can make.



To avoid bias in our selection of targets, we gathered the
top 100 URLs returned by Google for each of the following
searches: “site:X” for X replaced by .cn, .com.cn, .edu.cn,
.org.cn, gov.cn, and .net.cn. We converted these URLs
into a list of target IP addresses. Some of the URLs that Google
returned referred to the same IP address, and thus were probably
hosted at the same web server, using some form of virtual hosting.
We handled such collisions by dropping recurrences of addresses
already in our list.

Initially, we tried to elicit RST packets simply by sending a cor-
rectly formed GET request without first establishing a valid TCP
connection. This did not work: without an established TCP con-
nection, even “FALUN,” which consistently generates RST pack-
ets when manually sent from a web browser, did not generate RST
packets. This behavior suggests that the GFC is stateful, which con-
tradicts the results of Clayton et al. [8]. We attribute this to either
heterogeneity of the GFC keyword filtering mechanism in differ-
ent places or, possibly, a change in its implementation sometime
between their tests and ours.

Because the TCP state does matter for at least some GFC filtering
routers, we used Scapy to implement our own minimal TCP stack
to establish TCP connections over which to send our probes. This
stack also allowed us to set the TTL values of our outbound packets,
as required to measure the hop distance to the filtering router.

Algorithm 1 TTL Experiment Pseudocode (simplified)
1: for all t ∈ T do
2: path = tcptraceroute t
3: for all ttl ∈ [10..length(path)] do
4: send SYN {Establish connection to t}
5: send GET containing known filtered word
6: wait 20s
7: send FIN to t
8: increment source port
9: end for

10: end for

To identify GFC routers, Algorithm 1 randomly selects a target
IP address from T , the list of targets compiled above. The SYN
packet is sent with a TTL of 64 to be able to reach the target. After
a SYN-ACK packet has been received, a GET request is sent (TTL
values set to ttl). We resend SYN packets three times in case we
do not receive an answer from the target within 5 seconds of the
corresponding SYN. We also repeat sending the GET request three
times in case we do not receive an answer from the target (which is
usually the case as the GET requests often do not reach the target).
We do this to avoid false negatives because of packet loss. After
waiting an additional 20 seconds we close the open connection by
a FIN packet with a TTL of 64, because otherwise the target will
start to send RSTs due to an idling connection. During the whole
process we “listen” for RST packets. As soon as we receive a RST,
we do not continue testing for an incremented ttl as we have found
the GFC router. We increment the source port on line 8 to avoid
generating false correlations on the current probe with delayed in-
flight RSTs elicited by previous probes.

3.3.1 Distribution of Filtering Routers
The histogram in Figure 5 summarizes where filtering triggered

by this experiment occurred. We probed each of the 296 targets
repeatedly over a two week period and elicited RSTs along 389
different paths through 122 distinct filtering routers. The histogram
shows at which hop the filtering router was discovered for each of
the 389 paths.

Assuming Internet routes are stable during our experiment (see
Paxson [17] for discussion), each target t forms a single unique s–
t path, or a small set of paths. Each path has a suffix of routers,
(r1, r2, · · · , t), whose IP addresses all fall within the Chinese
IP address space. The histogram’s buckets correspond to unique
path/router combinations, so a router may appear more than once
for different paths, and a path may appear more than once if at
different times different routers along that path were performing
filtering. So bucket 1 corresponds to r1 on some s–t path. If our
experiment provoked ri along an s–t path to send an RST, then we
increment the count in bucket i. So bucket i counts the number
of distinct IP addresses of RST sending routers at the ith hop along
the suffix within China of an s–t path. This histogram demonstrates
that:

1. Filtering does not always, or even principally, occur at the
first hop into China’s address space, with only 29.6% of fil-
tering occurring at the first hop and 11.8% occurring beyond
the third, with as many as 13 hops in one case; and

2. Routers within CHINANET-* perform 324
389

= 83.3% of all
filtering.

Figure 6: ISP Distribution of First Hops.

Figure 6 underscores that second point—the importance of CHI-
NANET in the implementation of the GFC. When the distribution
of ISPs in Figure 6 is compared to that same distribution in the first
hop bucket in Figure 5(a), we see that CHINANET is dispropor-
tionately represented, performing 83.3% of all filtering. Further-
more, CHINANET performed 99.1% of all filtering that occurred
at the first hop despite constituting only 77% of first-hop routers we
encountered.

Figure 5(b) is simply Figure 5(a) on a different scale to show
more detail beyond the 3rd hop. This histogram is not consistent
with the GFC being a firewall implemented on the International
gateway of the Internet. Such a firewall would show all filtering
occurring at the first hop. These histograms suggest a more central-
ized implementation in the backbone of the Chinese Internet than
has been previously thought.
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3.3.2 The GFC is Not Filtering on All Chinese Inter-
net Routes

When we ran the test for identifying the GFC routers, we found
that some paths do not filter “FALUN” at all. From the 296 random
hosts we selected from the gathered Google list we did not receive
a reset packet for 84 of them. That is, 28.3% of the queried hosts
were on paths where the keyword “FALUN” was not filtered. We
manually confirmed many of them such as www.sqmc.edu.cn.
These hosts that were not subject to any filtering are evenly dis-
tributed across the set of hosts we probed, the 99 DNS addresses
from which these 84 IP addresses were derived break down as fol-
lows: 23 .cn, 14 .net, 18 .com, 17 .edu, 12 .gov, and 15
.org.

4. LSA-BASED PROBING
To test for new filtered keywords efficiently, we must try only

words that are related to concepts that we suspect the government
might filter. Latent semantic analysis [13] (LSA) is a way to sum-
marize the semantics of a corpus of text conceptually. By viewing
the n documents of the corpus as m-component vectors with the
elements being the number of the occurrences in that document of
each of the m terms, and forming an m × n matrix, we can apply
latent semantic analysis (singular value decomposition and rank re-
duction) and distill the corpus to a k-dimension vector space that
forms a concept space. Mapping documents or terms into this con-
cept space allows us to correlate terms and documents based on
their conceptual meaning, which can improve the efficiency of test-
ing for new filtered keywords by orders of magnitude. In this sec-
tion, we describe how we probed to discover unknown keywords,
give a brief background of LSA, describe our experimental method-
ology, and then present results from applying LSA to the Chinese-
language version of Wikipedia to create lists for efficient probing.

4.1 Discovering Blacklisted Keywords Using
LSA

To discover blacklisted keywords using LSA, we encoded
the terms with UTF-8 HTTP encoding and tested each against
search.yahoo.cn.com, waiting 100 seconds after a RST and
5 seconds otherwise. A RST packet indicates that a word was fil-
tered and is therefore on the blacklist. Then by manual filtering we
removed 56 false positives from the final filtered keyword list. We
also removed three terms that were redundant and only unique for
encoding syntax reasons.

4.2 LSA Background
First, we give a brief background of LSA. The first step be-

fore LSA is tf–idf (term frequency–inverse document frequency)
weighting. This weights each element of the matrix according to its
importance in the particular document, based on the occurrences of
that term in the document (oi) as a fraction of the total occurrences
of all terms (ok) in that document tf = oiP

k ok
, and idf is the en-

tropy of the term within the entire corpus which is calculated as
log |D|

|d3ti|
, where |D| is the number of documents in the corpus

and |d 3 ti| is the number of documents in which the term ti ap-
pears. The tf–idf weight is the product tf–idf = tf · idf . This step
removes biases toward common terms.

Now we have a properly weighted matrix X where the j-th doc-
ument is a vector ~dj that is a column in X and the i-th term is a
vector ~ti

T
that is a row in X . The singular value decomposition

X = UΣV T , where U and V are orthonormal matrices and Σ
is a diagonal matrix of singular values, has the effect of implying
in U the conceptual correlations between terms. This is because
XXT = UΣΣT UT , which contains all of the dot products be-
tween term vectors. The correlations between documents are im-
plied in V , XT X = V ΣT ΣV T . Then we choose the k largest sin-
gular values Σk and their corresponding singular vectors to form
the m× n concept space matrix Xk = UkΣkV T

k . The matrix Xk

is the closest k-rank approximation to X in terms of the Frobenius
norm.

Not only are k-component vectors for terms and documents
much cheaper to perform computations on than the original m-
component documents and n-component terms, but the rank re-
duction based on singular value decomposition from X to Xk has
the effect of removing noise in the original corpus. To understand
this, assume that there exists a true concept space χκ. When a
person writes a document whose terms make up the m-component
vector ~dj , their choice of words is partially based on concepts that
are a projection of χκ that comes from N (χκ)⊥—those vectors
that are perpendicular to the nullspace N (χκ) and map onto the
range R(χκ)—but is also partially based on the freedom of choice
they have in choosing terms—something we can view as noise that
comes from the null space N (χκ) of the true concept space. By
reducing X to rank k ≈ κ based on the singular value decom-
position we are effectively removing the noise from the authors’
freedom of choice and approximating Xk ≈ χκ in an optimal way
where Xk still maps terms to documents and vice versa as did X ,
but based on concepts rather than direct counts, assuming that the



noise was additive and Gaussian in nature. This assumption works
in practice, although incremental improvements in the results over
conventional LSA can be made with statistical LSA [12].

Using the results of LSA we map terms from the original corpus
into the concept space and calculate their correlation with other
terms. Term i is mapped into the concept space as a k-component
vector by taking its corresponding row in X , ~ti

T
, and applying

the same transformation to the vector as was applied by LSA:
t̂i = Σ−1

k V T
k

~ti. The correlation in the concept space between two
terms ~t1 and ~t2 is calculated as the cosine similarity of t̂1 and t̂2,
which is simply the dot product of these two vectors normalized to
their Euclidean length: t̂1 · t̂2/

`˛̨
t̂1

˛̨
2

˛̨
t̂2

˛̨
2

´
. An alternative is to

simply use the dot product t̂1 · t̂2 in place of the cosine similarity to
preserve a possibly desirable bias toward high entropy terms. We
chose cosine similarity, and there are some results from using the
dot product in Appendix B.

Now, to discover new keywords, or terms, that a government
censorship firewall is filtering we start with a set of concepts
Ω =

˘
t̂1, t̂1, ...t̂ω

¯
, and then test terms that have a high correlation

in the concept space with any of these concepts. A concept can be
the result of mapping a term that we already know to be filtered, or
a term that describes a general concept. This method is effective be-
cause it is organic to the way that the government chooses concepts
to filter but, due to technological constraints, must implement this
filtering with terms. It can also exploit general concepts associated
with terms, for example using “Falun Gong” as a concept will lead
us to testing terms not only related to “Falun Gong” but religion in
general, as well as Chinese politics, Internet censorship, and all of
the implicit concepts that LSA captures in the term “Falun Gong”.

While our focus in this paper is to increase the efficiency of Con-
ceptDoppler, this formalization of keyword-based censorship is
general and can be applied in many ways by policy makers try-
ing to understand censorship. The censor, for example, could use
this formalization to choose keywords that filter a particular con-
cept but minimize side effects where related concepts that should
be accessible are also filtered. It may be useful to explore a corpus
and test the effectiveness of more complex forms of keyword-based
censorship, such as boolean predicates of multiple terms. If a par-
ticular type of ruleset covers concepts more precisely than simple
keywords then this fact may give us insights into the possible de-
sign of future censorship mechanisms. While the results of LSA are
necessarily based on a given corpus, the availability of a keyword-
based censorship benchmark that gives quantitative results could be
applied extensively for a variety of purposes.

4.3 LSA Results

Bootstrap concept Translation
mÛ�ö June_4th_events
Øz_ Gao_Zhisheng
u+3 Zhao_Ziyang
	> Election
¢rP� Red_Terror
'ªCö¥ Epoch_Times
N*× Li_Hongzhi
ð ([�) Taiwan
��¥¯f East_Turkistan
wx Tsunami
,�!�L'� World_War_II
·ý Germany

Table 1: Concepts used for bootstrapping.

In this section we describe our results from testing the effective-
ness of LSA at paring down the list of words we have to probe to
discover unknown keywords on the blacklist. In total, we discov-
ered 122 filtered keywords starting with only twelve general con-
cepts.

4.3.1 Experimental Setup
For this paper, we have chosen as a corpus all of the Wikipedia

links in every document of the Chinese-language Wikipedia main
name space, so documents are Wikipedia articles and the terms are
the text within a “wiki” link. We downloaded the 8 December 2006
snapshot of the Wikipedia database and parsed it into a matrix of
m = 942033 different terms that form n = 94863 documents,
with 3259425 non-zero elements. LSA was performed with k =
600 being chosen as giving the best results.

We created 12 lists based on the 12 general concepts shown in
Table 1, where a list lists the terms most related to that concept in
decreasing order, so that each concept’s term is always the first on
the list, the second term is the term most related to it, and so on.
We performed this experiment for LSA using the cosine similarity
metric and probed using the top 2500 terms from each list. In an
earlier iteration of these experiments we used the dot product rather
than the cosine similarity, these results are in Appendix B. We also
chose 2500 random terms from the full list of m = 942033, as a
control.

4.3.2 Results
The keywords we discovered are shown in Tables 2 and 3. In

total, using the cosine similarity, we discovered 122 unknown key-
words. The third column in each table entry is the rank that the
term appeared the highest on out of the twelve lists and the list
where it appeared at that rank. This illustrates how LSA operates
on concepts.

Many of the strings are filtered because of root strings, such as
Øø³9 (Disguised reform-through-labor), which is probably fil-
tered because of the substring ³9 (Reform-through-labor), which
we also discovered through probing. In such cases we have left
both terms on the list to demonstrate how LSA relates terms based
on concepts.

Figure 7 shows how powerful LSA can be in clustering key-
words around a sensitive concept. Red_Terror and Epoch_Times
were our two best-performing seed concepts. The figure shows that
given good seed concepts LSA can cluster more than a dozen fil-
tered keywords into a small list, whereas a comparably sized list of
randomly chosen words contained only four filtered keywords.

The seed concepts were chosen for various reasons. For exam-
ple, Germany and World_War_II, based on earlier results, were
chosen in order to explore more possibilities for imprecise filter-
ing and historical events. Intuitively, those that were concepts
known to be sensitive (e.g., Zhao_Ziyang—16 keywords discov-
ered) performed the best and those chosen more speculatively (e.g.,
Tsunami—3 keywords discovered) did not perform as well. Some
relationships exposed by LSA are not as intuitive as others. A
good example is �±5-�¯yÕ& (Nordrhein-Westfalen) ap-
pearing at rank #435 on Red_Terror using the dot product (see
Appendix B). This could be an association between Red Ter-
ror, which is terrorism by a government body on the people, and
Nordrhein-Westfalen, which is a state in Germany, based on the
general concept of government bodies. Note the government theme
to the other keywords discovered on the Red_Terror list. The his-
tory of Germany might also help to rank �±5-�¯yÕ&
(Nordrhein-Westfalen) high on the Red_Terror list. Furthermore,
the dot product seemed more prone to these counter-intuitive rela-



Keyword Translation Concept List
�¯y (�¯yÕ&) Münster (Westfalen) #432 on Germany
�±5-�¯yÕ& Nordrhein-Westfalen (North Rhine-Westphalia) #1129 on Germany
'bå Great strike #1585 on Germany
�ÛG Helmuth Karl Bernhard von Moltke #2136 on Germany
Íq§ýEl¦ Anti-Comintern Pact #130 on World_War_II
��K� Mein Kampf (My Struggle) #397 on World_War_II
an´¨ The Kapp Putsch #523 on World_War_II
Íº{j Crime against humanity #1175 on World_War_II
l��ê`@ Malmedy massacre #1561 on World_War_II
<F¯K'`@ The Gdansk massacre #1761 on World_War_II
p¦/£q§Z;f° The Communist Party of Vietnam #2257 on World_War_II
u+3 Zhao Ziyang #1 on Zhao_Ziyang
�? Dictatorship (party) #187 on Zhao_Ziyang
��'bå Anyuan great strike #884 on Zhao_Ziyang
�'ÕÑ<� Peking University Law School Auditorium #1068 on Zhao_Ziyang
Ïì Tibet Independence Movement #1372 on Zhao_Ziyang
�g Ming Hui (related to Falun Gong) #1373 on Zhao_Ziyang
Õn'Õ Falun Dafa #1374 on Zhao_Ziyang
�d Bao Tong (related to June 4th protests) #1375 on Zhao_Ziyang
º�¥ (-�) People’s Daily (Chinese edition) #1376 on Zhao_Ziyang
'ªCB1 The Epoch Times #1377 on Zhao_Ziyang
�ô Duo Wei (Chinese newspaper based in the United States) #1378 on Zhao_Ziyang
-Ä¹L²� Sino-Russian border issue #1384 on Zhao_Ziyang
G� Suppression #1395 on Zhao_Ziyang
¤SmÝ Genocide (related to Falun Gong) #1396 on Zhao_Ziyang
Vý Traitor #1397 on Zhao_Ziyang
�+YfÐ¨ Late Qing Dynasty campaign of sending students to study abroad #2373 on Zhao_Ziyang
mÛ�ö June 4th events (1989 Tiananmen Square protests) #1 on June_4th_events
��¤ Deng Liqun (historical figure) #11 on June_4th_events
q* Communist bandit (“Commie,” used as historical term) #469 on June_4th_events
båC The right to strike #512 on June_4th_events
_ý��	 Collections of Jiang Zemin #1042 on June_4th_events
�:Ýßâ Tiananmen Square Hunger Strike Group #1156 on June_4th_events
�Áºë Dissident #1158 on June_4th_events
ÄÊ Huang Ju (politician, historical) #1347 on June_4th_events
�/ËÕ� The Hong Kong Legislative Council #1598 on June_4th_events
°û�� News blackout #1681 on June_4th_events
��äìËÐ¨ Inner Mongolia independence movement #1688 on June_4th_events
°�ìËÐ¨ Xinjiang independence movement #1689 on June_4th_events
mý� Peng Zemin (historical figure) #1970 on June_4th_events
�@ Block #2145 on June_4th_events
'Â� Dacankao Daily News #298 on Election
rÅ5q Erotic movies #325 on Election
�?:s Dictatorship organs #779 on Election
rÅ	i Sexual massage #1626 on Election
?»ë³ Political persecution #2128 on Election
s�Û�eZ}�áÊ>� Views on how to better help inmates who are released
ãd³YºXÃÛ1��> after prison term or released from education through #2241 on Election
�Ý�å\��Á labor with employment and social security
hýº�ãh'�8¡ÔX The decision of the Standing Committee of the
�s�%�VëÖ<�³� National People’s Congress on strictly prohibiting #2245 on Election

prostitution
¢rP� Red Terror #1 on Red_Terror
à§6§�?�çíi}�º Theory of continuing revolution under the proletariat dictatorship #63 on Red_Terror
à§6§�? Dictatorship of the proletariat #119 on Red_Terror
1ý;IØ/Vý;I� Patriotism or traitors doctrine? #157 on Red_Terror
m�fÅ´¨ June 7th armed rebellions #178 on Red_Terror
�zÑ¿�?º Literary and art black line dictatorship theory #341 on Red_Terror
¤��? Populace dictatorship #428 on Red_Terror
¥íº Political successor #718 on Red_Terror
ÍZÍ>�;I�P Counter-party counter-socialism member #839 on Red_Terror
-.��Ð¨²`@ Central peasant movement institute #868 on Red_Terror
VW��Ð¨�ß¥J Hunan farmer movement investigation report #869 on Red_Terror
�ýKó Voice of America #894 on Red_Terror

Table 2: Keywords discovered by probing using the cosine similarity, part 1.



Keyword Translation Concept List
ý�i}���Ð¨ Nationalist revolution and farmer movement #933 on Red_Terror
�q�;�ßbå Tangshan City Alliance strike #958 on Red_Terror
�ædÿ'bå The Kailuan coal mine great strike #959 on Red_Terror
Øø³9 Disguised reform-through-labor #1034 on Red_Terror
«¯Ñl¡ Public trial in Moscow #1706 on Red_Terror
�;�6 Democracy or dictatorship #1827 on Red_Terror
Íe��Í���Íë³Ð¨ Anti-hunger, anti-civil war, anti-persecution movement #1983 on Red_Terror
ÍZÍ>�;I Anti-party, anti-socialism #2062 on Red_Terror
'ªCö¥ Epoch Times (http://www.epochtimes.com) #1 on Epoch_Times
Category:mÛ�ö Category: June 4th events (1989 Tiananmen Square protests) #16 on Epoch_Times
�Z�? One party dictatorship #40 on Epoch_Times
�� Wang Gang #47 on Epoch_Times
U>�ö Shanwei Event #118 on Epoch_Times
�Ð Civil rights movement #185 on Epoch_Times
mÛ)�è�ö June 4th Tiananmen Incident #300 on Epoch_Times
��! Wang Wenyi (journalist) #342 on Epoch_Times
ìÁ;I Dictatorship principle #395 on Epoch_Times
�sVëH Virgin prostitution law case #445 on Epoch_Times
��Y�ö Wang Binyu incident #450 on Epoch_Times
-Nº�q�ýÆ�8L:�Õ The PRC Law on mass rallies and demonstrations #460 on Epoch_Times
Freenet Freenet #786 on Epoch_Times
¹�P Fang Zhouzi #987 on Epoch_Times
ð~úýZ The Taiwan Nation Party (formerly the Taiwan Independence Party) #1515 on Epoch_Times
l�� Conversion rate #1150 on Tsunami
�6ß» Dictatorship control #1863 on Tsunami
�¹�6;I Oriental despotism #1900 on Tsunami
_ý� Tong Zemin #15 on Gao_Zisheng
�SI Liu Xiaoguang (professional Go player) #56 on Gao_Zisheng
m�« Peng Xiaofeng (anti-Japanese advocate) #193 on Gao_Zisheng
³9 Reform-through-labor #229 on Gao_Zisheng
>��� Örketh Dölet #230 on Gao_Zisheng
zh-yue:mÛ�ö zh-yue: June 4th events (1989 Tiananmen Square protests) #335 on Gao_Zisheng
mÛgèå� June 4th internal diaries #336 on Gao_Zisheng
mÛJL June 4th parades #353 on Gao_Zisheng
hýfTyÔ� National Student Federation Preparation Committee #379 on Gao_Zisheng
Å{×���0Íù¨q Must clearly and unequivocally make public stand, #383 on Gao_Zisheng

oppose the turmoil
��N Wang Chaohua (related to June 4th protests) #399 on Gao_Zisheng
ôCÝß¥� Relay hunger strikes #528 on Gao_Zisheng
�Î· Feng Congde (related to June 4th protests) #787 on Gao_Zisheng
¦,Ë Qin Benli (journalist) #790 on Gao_Zisheng
Ýß Hunger strike #800 on Gao_Zisheng
?»�®ºë Political dissident #893 on Gao_Zisheng
�9 (1969t) Wang Dan (year 1969) (related to June 4th protests) #1147 on Gao_Zisheng

wÀ�>?åY{b Shanghai Jingye Society child reformatory #1176 on Gao_Zisheng
$¸sû Cross-Strait relations (between China and Taiwan) #1341 on Gao_Zisheng
�¬K%Ü� Beijing Spring magazine #1404 on Gao_Zisheng
�ùd Jiang Peishen (husband of one of the “Tiananmen Mothers”) #1549 on Gao_Zisheng
q�3v¯fA¡?� East Turkistan government in exile #210 on East_Turkistan
��3v¯f East Turkistan #607 on East_Turkistan
~u�´¨ Bailing Temples rebellions #648 on East_Turkistan
fT Student federation #949 on East_Turkistan
�Sð Liu Xiaofeng (politician) #952 on East_Turkistan
��3v¯fã>ÄÇ East Turkestan Liberation Organization #1346 on East_Turkistan
e45� (Qinghai) Qiaotou power plant #1769 on East_Turkistan
���ìÁ��ñ�	 Good dictator (English) #2052 on East_Turkistan
°¿�ãã4 West Shinjuku Square (Traditional characters) #985 on Taiwan
ýº´¨ Chinese riots #1586 on Taiwan
�ªC Ding Jiyuan #2190 on Taiwan
b�ôK·?Ìe¯X Ludovico Ariosto #1079 from random
ý�i}���Ð¨ Nationalist revolution and farmers’ movement (in China) #1100 from random
�Éús�·�"���ôG Vladimir Vsevolodovich #1778 from random
q¬ýS°¿oýÃA_Ú Tokyo Road on the 10th line to Tokyo Shinjuku district center #1274 from random

Table 3: Keywords discovered by probing using the cosine similarity, part 2.
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Figure 7: The clustering performance of LSA for our two best concepts, and the clustering of the list of random terms. Bin 1 is the
first 250 terms, bin 2 is terms 251...500, bin 3 is terms 501...750, ..., bin 10 is terms 2251...2500. The clustering results for all terms
are in Appendix A.

tionships, which is the reason we chose the cosine similarity. No-
tably, however, the dot product list for Li_Hongzhi performed bet-
ter than the cosine similarity list for the same seed concept.

4.4 Discussion
Evaluation of the filtered keywords we discovered demonstrates

that there is much that can be learned by reverse-engineering a
blacklist used for Internet censorship and tracking such a blacklist
over time. There are many different types of keywords, including
people, specific law cases and laws, strikes and protests, particular
journalists and publications, government and political bodies, and
some historical events.

Historical events seemed to be filtered both because of the nature
of the subject, e.g., �yÒ (Hitler, from the dot product list in Ap-
pendix B) or ��K� (Mein Kampf), and because of imprecise
filtering, e.g., <F¯K'`@ (The Gdansk massacre) or an
´¨ (The Kapp Putsch). Imprecise filtering seems to be common,
other possible examples are �ÛG (Helmuth Karl Bernhard von
Moltke), �SI (Liu Xiaoguang, a professional Go player), and
b�ôK·?Ìe¯X (Ludovico Ariosto). Much of this impre-
cise filtering is due to the use of special Chinese characters used
for phonetically spelling foreign words. A particular example is
the filtering of both �¯y (�¯yÕ&) (Münster (Westfalen))
and �±5-�¯yÕ& (Nordrhein-Westfalen). Through manual
testing we confirmed that simply the last two characters of each, Õ
& (falen), is enough to elicit filtering RSTs, probably as a counter
to attempts to spell Falun Gong using different, but phonetically
similar, characters to evade detection. Also of interest are counter-
evasion keywords, such as �@ (Block), °û�� (News black-
out), and safeweb (safeweb, from the dot product list).

Each list of 2500 terms took between 1.2 and 6.7 hours to probe,
depending on how many filtered keywords were on the list (filtered
keywords cause a 100 second wait), with an average of 3.5 hours.
This probing is invasive: it makes heavy use of the network and
server resources of others. Coupled with the need to track the list
over time and the fact that false positives and false negatives (RSTs
for words that are not supposed to be filtered and no RSTs for key-
words that are supposed to be filtered, respectively) occur for a va-
riety of reasons, efficiency in terms of the number of words probed
is imperative.

Much work is needed before ConceptDoppler will be able to
produce a nearly complete blacklist and track that blacklist over
time for an evolving corpus based on news of current events. It
is very likely that we will use techniques from online learning or
recursive estimation instead of LSA so that continuous news feeds
can be part of the corpus. However, these LSA results are valuable
because they make the connection between sensitive concepts and
blacklisted keywords. Just as an understanding of the mixing of
gases preceded effective weather reporting, these results precede

effective tracking of keyword-based Internet censorship, and the
menagerie of keywords that we discovered underscores the need
for such tracking.

5. DISCUSSION OF KEYWORD-BASED
EVASION

This section enumerates some evasion techniques for GFC-like
keyword filtering that become possible when the blacklist of fil-
tered keywords is known.

There is the question (which is outside the scope of this paper)
of whether or not evading censorship is effective or even an accept-
able course of action. We do not wish to take sides in this debate, so
here we will explore only the technical aspects of evasion. Clayton
et al. [8] demonstrate that if both sides of a connection ignore the
TCP reset packets from the GFC then keyword filtering is effec-
tively defeated. However, evasion techniques could be developed
that are both asymmetric and implementation-independent if the
blacklist of filtered keywords is known. By asymmetric, we mean
that a client in a country that censors the Internet does not have to
install any special software for the evasion technique to work, all
evasion functionality exists on the server side. Ignoring reset pack-
ets [8] requires configuration changes on both ends, which may
not be possible for clients subject to legal restrictions or on which
users do not have the ability to configure or install software. Ig-
noring reset packets also interferes with valid reset packets. Fur-
thermore, evasion techniques should be independent of the firewall
implementation if they are to be widely applicable. Keyword filter-
ing can be implemented with web proxies, by dropping packets, or
through other means. By evading the firewall’s ability to detect a
blacklisted keyword, evasion can work for any firewall implemen-
tation.

A well-maintained replica of the blacklist, as ConceptDoppler
would provide, could be used for evasion in several ways:

1. IP packet fragmentation: It has been suggested that the max-
imum transmission unit (MTU) of packets could be set small
enough that keywords would be divided over different pack-
ets and therefore not detected [28]. When the keywords are
known, it is possible to implement a network stack replace-
ment in the server’s kernel that would automatically break up
packets so as to divide keywords.

2. Insert HTML comments: It has also been suggested that
HTML comments could be inserted into the middle of
keywords [28], for example “Fa<!- Comment ->lun
Gong”.

3. Use different encodings: Limited testing by ourselves and
others [28] has demonstrated that often the GFC implemen-



tation does not check control characters in URL requests.
Thus “F%61lun Gong” and similar types of encodings
may evade the firewall.

4. Captchas: For HTML responses (not URL requests) it may
be possible to replace filtered keywords with captchas [23]
that are an image of that word.

5. Spam: Given the empirical evidence that keyword filtering
has not stopped the flood of unsolicited e-mail on the In-
ternet, spam techniques would perhaps be the most effec-
tive way to evade keyword-based censorship, for example
“F@1un G0-ng”. The use of spam to evade the GFC’s key-
word filtering of e-mails has been reported [5].

6. FUTURE WORK
We divide future work into two categories: discovery of un-

known keywords on the blacklist and Internet measurement.

6.1 Discovering Unknown Keywords
Specific to the purpose of our work, which is to understand

keyword-based censorship and discover unknown keywords on the
blacklist, there are several directions we plan to explore and a few
challenges that remain:

1. Applying LSA to larger Chinese corpuses: Because of lin-
guistic properties of Chinese we must develop novel algo-
rithms for LSA on Chinese that suit our purpose before we
can use a large Chinese-language corpus and get complete
coverage of all keywords on the GFC blacklist. For a sum-
mary of the related work and issues in segmentation of writ-
ten Chinese we refer the reader to Wu [24].

2. Keeping the corpus up-to-date on current events: We plan
to develop techniques based on online learning or recursive
estimation to exploit the relationship between keywords and
concepts and track a blacklist using a continuously evolving
corpus such as streaming news.

3. Technical implementation: While we have provided a broad
picture of the GFC’s implementation, specific questions re-
main. For example, it seems that sometimes “\r\n\r\n” is
required in a GET request for filtering to occur and some-
times not—what is the cause of this? Preliminary testing
suggests that the “\n” is critically important. The “\r” and
the HTTP protocol specification seem to change with imple-
mentation per site. This warrants further investigation into
specifics of syntax.

4. Implementation possibilities: Because Internet censorship
is isomorphic to related goals such as blocking the spread
of Internet worms [21] or enforcing corporate policy on a
company’s network, modern routers are capable of more ad-
vanced measures than those the GFC has implemented, for
example Cisco routers can reconstruct TCP connections and
application protocols such as HTTP, block unauthorized pro-
tocols, and detect when non-HTTP protocols are being hid-
den as HTTP traffic [6].

5. HTML responses: We seek to determine whether or not the
GFC’s blacklist for HTML responses is the same as that for
GET requests, and to be able to monitor both via proxies
or other means without requiring any illegal assistance from
within China.

6. More complex rulesets: We also plan to explore the pos-
sibility of more complex rulesets, such as boolean logic
of the presence of keywords, for example—appearing any-
where in a document: Falun AND (Gong OR Dafa)
AND NOT Cult. For this, we will explore advanced testing
techniques such as delta debugging [27].

7. Imprecise filtering: Imprecise filtering is when concepts not
intended to be censored are censored as a result of impre-
cision in the censorship mechanism. For example, censor-
ing the word “breasts” in a library to prevent the viewing
of pornography may prevent a patron from being able to re-
search breast cancer, which is considered an important topic.
Our results in Section 4.3 show that this is also common in
Chinese text. By formalizing censorship in terms of latent
semantic analysis we may be able to quantify this effect for a
given corpus and a particular mechanism. Such a benchmark
would be very useful to policy makers.

6.2 Internet Measurement
There are still many questions to be answered about how and

where the GFC is implemented.

1. IP tunneling or traffic engineering: Does filtering solely rely
on GFC routers being placed in the path of traffic to be fil-
tered, or is that traffic redirected to those routers, via IP tun-
neling or traffic engineering? Internet measurement tech-
niques should be able to answer this question.

2. IXPs: We showed that much more of the filtering occurs
in the backbone than previously thought. The question re-
mains as to whether routers at the three large IXPs in Beijing,
Shanghai, and Guangzhou are doing a large part of the filter-
ing. There are ways of detecting IXPs in a path, for example
by comparing AS routes from traceroute information to AS
routes from BGP information [15]. Murdoch and Zieliński
[16] explore some issues related to privacy and IXPs.

3. Route dependency: A centralized implementation of the
GFC suggests that routes close to where packets cross the
border are less likely to be filtered than routes that go deeper
into China. We plan to explore this phenomenon from multi-
ple destinations around the world.

4. Destination dependency: Based on our own results and the
question of how official news is disseminated that might con-
tain blacklisted keywords, we seek to find out if particular IP
addresses within China are not filtered because they are on a
whitelist.

7. CONCLUSION
We have presented Internet measurement results that led to two

insights: 1) GFC keyword filtering is more a panopticon than a
firewall motivating surveillance rather than evasion as a focus of
technical research; and 2) probing the GFC is arduous motivating
efficient probing via LSA. We presented initial results using LSA
to discover unknown keywords on the blacklist. The need for an
Internet censorship weather report was underscored by the presence
of some surprising keywords and apparent imprecise filtering.

Based on our results for GFC keyword filtering, other censorship
mechanisms should be studied to find out if they are best charac-
terized as a panopticon or as a firewall. We plan to move forward
with building a censorship weather report but a great deal of work
is needed on everything from natural language processing to Inter-
net topology studies for a variety of censorship mechanisms before
it can all come together.
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APPENDIX
A. LSA PERFORMANCE

Tables 4 and 5 give LSA clustering performance results for all
seed concepts for both the cosine similarity and dot product. The
elements in the table are the number of keywords discovered in that
bin for the particular seed concept. Note that these results count the
duplicates when the same keyword is on different lists.

Bin # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
June_4th_events 2 1 1 0 3 1 4 1 1 0
Gao_Zhisheng 5 6 1 4 2 2 1 0 0 0
Zhao_Ziyang 3 0 1 3 1 11 0 0 0 1
Election 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 0
Red_Terror 5 2 1 7 1 11 1 2 2 0
Epoch_Times 8 8 1 3 1 11 1 4 0 0
Li_Hongzhi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Taiwan 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
East_Turkistan 1 0 2 2 0 1 0 1 1 0
Tsunami 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0
WW II 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Germany 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0

Table 4: LSA clustering for the cosine similarity. Bin 1 is the
first 250 terms, bin 2 is terms 251...500, bin 3 is terms 501...750,
..., bin 10 is terms 2251...2500.

Bin # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
June_4th_events 1 2 1 0 2 2 1 0 0 1
Gao_Zhisheng 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 0 0
Zhao_Ziyang 4 1 3 3 2 1 1 2 2 1
Election 1 2 0 1 0 0 4 1 1 1
Red_Terror 1 4 1 0 1 5 2 0 1 1
Epoch_Times 2 4 0 0 1 2 3 0 2 0
Li_Hongzhi 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 1
Taiwan 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
East_Turkistan 0 2 2 3 0 0 3 1 0 1
Tsunami 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 0
WW II 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Germany 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 5: LSA clustering for the dot product. Bin 1 is the first
250 terms, bin 2 is terms 251...500, bin 3 is terms 501...750, ...,
bin 10 is terms 2251...2500.

B. DOT PRODUCT RESULTS
For earlier iterations of the experiments in Section 4.3, we used

the dot product between vectors to measure their conceptual rela-
tionship rather than the cosine similarity. Because some of the key-
words discovered are interesting and did not appear in the cosine
similarity results, we present them in Table 6.



Keyword Translation Concept List
mÛ�ö June 4th events (1989 Tiananmen Square protests) #48 on Zhao_Ziyang
_ý� Jiang Zemin #95 on Zhao_Ziyang
-£è Chinese Central Propaganda Department #135 on Zhao_Ziyang
u+3 Zhao Ziyang #145 on Zhao_Ziyang
Category:mÛ�ö Category: June 4th events (1989 Tiananmen Square protests) #281 on Zhao_Ziyang
�? Dictatorship (party) #576 on Zhao_Ziyang
�6 Dictatorship #709 on Zhao_Ziyang
�Z�? One party dictatorship #733 on Zhao_Ziyang
mÛ)�è�ö June 4th Tiananmen Incident #791 on Zhao_Ziyang
q* Communist bandit #849 on Zhao_Ziyang
ìÁ Dictatorship #900 on Zhao_Ziyang
��¤ Deng Liqun #1009 on Zhao_Ziyang
*PZ Crown Prince Party #1329 on Zhao_Ziyang
_k¹ Jiang’s eight points #1732 on Zhao_Ziyang
hýfT National students federation #1835 on Zhao_Ziyang
safeweb safeweb #1910 on Zhao_Ziyang
ÄÊ Huang Ju #2030 on Zhao_Ziyang
�Ð Civil rights movement #2213 on Zhao_Ziyang
/£>cÍ Japanese troops sent to invade China #2341 on Zhao_Ziyang
hý��Ð¨� The National Farmers Games #596 on June_4th_events
mÛ)���ö The June 4th Tiananmen event #2367 on June_4th_events
øÕb'Õ� Judicial yuan grand justices #7 on Election
�ô� Deauville, a town in France #1630 on Election
'Â� Dacankao Daily News #2314 on Election
�yÒ Hitler #219 on Red_Terror
W¬'`@ Nanjing Massacre #424 on Red_Terror
�±5-�¯yÕ& Nordrhein-Westfalen (North Rhine-Westphalia) #435 on Red Terror
bå Strike #1283 on Red_Terror
Category:W¬'`@ Category: Nanjing Massacre #1345 on Red_Terror
?S+·�yÒ Adolf Hitler #1367 on Red_Terror
¤��? Populace dictatorship #1500 on Red_Terror
ÍZÍ>�;I�P Counter-party counter-socialism member #1503 on Red_Terror
�ýKó Voice of America #1612 on Red_Terror
Õn� Falun Gong #270 on Li_Hongzhi
�ÏA¡?� The Tibetan government in exile #2167 on Li_Hongzhi
ê1�25ð Radio Free Asia (RFA) #2424 on Li_Hongzhi
rÅ Pornography #474 on Epoch_Times
'ªCö¥ Epoch Times (http://www.epochtimes.com) #1704 on Epoch_Times
U> Shanwei #2239 on Tsunami
_ý� Tong Zemin #790 on Gao_Zhisheng
mÛ June 4th #1002 on Gao_Zhisheng
ýE0(ÑfT�� International geological scientific federation (Beijing) #1467 on Gao_Zhisheng
Category:-Ä¹Lî� Category: Sino-Russian border issue #1946 on Gao_Zhisheng
2.5-2.6Íi}´¨ 2.5-2.6 counter-revolutionary riot #474 on East_Turkistan
?^Ü�ìËq�ý The Independent Republic of Azerbaijan #627 on East_Turkistan
��3v¯fã>ÄÇ East Turkestan Liberation Organization #2402 on East_Turkistan
w� Brutal torture #1600 on Taiwan

Table 6: Words discovered by probing using the cosine similarity.


